Text: Daniel 2
Subject: Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream
Dole Notes: Volume: 4  Chapter: 89  Page: 64
Age Group: Junior: 9-11

basic supplies: 🗝️ GLUE 🎨 MARKERS 📄 PAPER 🎨 PAINT

materials: Small pads of lightweight white paper
    • thin markers
    • about 50 pgs. or more.

teacher preparation:
    • make a sample flip book of story,
    about 20-30 pages is right.

procedure:
    • begin story on last page.
    • Draw figures slightly moved in each successive page; (trace from page before when necessary)
    • rip out pages when mistakes are made.
    • You may assign different parts of story to each child
    • Flip book quickly to see action.

notes: get pads at dime store or office supply store

music: first songs:
    Lori’s tape: Three Ages